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II

0,1 Kurzfassung

Neutralteilchenstrahlen dienen in thermonuklearen Fusionsexperimenten zum
Heizen und Stromtreiben, aber auch als Diagnostikquellen für aktive Spektroskopie.

An Tore Supra [1] wird einer der Heizinjektoren [2] demnächst als
Diagnostikquelle eingesetzt. Um die Betriebsparameter hierfür zu optimieren, werden
Experimente am Tore Supra Beam Testbed, dem BEL (Bâti d'Essais des Lignes) [3],
durchgeführt. Der BEL ist in allen wesentlichen Aspekten identisch zu den Tore Supra
Heizinjektoren und zusätzlich mit elektrischen, kalorimetrischen und barometrischen
Meßinstrumenten ausgestattet.

Für aktive Spektroskopie benötigt man, im Gegensatz zur Plasmaheizung wo es
wesentlich auf die Gesamtleistung ankommt, einen dichten, homogenen Teilchenstrahl
mit einem hohen Anteil von Teilchen mit voller Energie1} und geringer Divergenz.

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden acht Sichtlinien für Ha-Spektroskopie am Ende
des Injektors installiert, um den Neutralstrahl in seinem fertigen Zustand zu beobachten.
Die Sichtlinien verlaufen alle horizontal unter spitzen Winkeln zur Strahlachse, um den
Dopplereffekt zu nutzen, der die Signale der Energiekomponenten untereinander und
von der H« - Emission der thermischen Partikel trennt.

Fünf in situ Teleskope sind übereinander unter einem Winkel von 26° zur
Beamachse angeordnet. Sie liefern das vertikale Dichteprofil. Die anderen drei Sichtlinien
nutzen ein Fotoobjektiv außerhalb des Vakuumgefäßes und schließen unterschiedliche
Winkel mit der Beamachse in der horizontalen Mittelebene ein. Von ihren Signalen kann
die horizontale Divergenz abgeleitet werden.

Über Lichtleiter gelangt das Licht zu einem Czerny-Turner-Spektrometer, dessen
Ausgangsspalt durch eine CCD-Kamera ersetzt wurde. Die CCD-Sensorfläche von 298 x
576 Detektorpixeln ermöglicht die gleichzeitige Messung der Spektren von allen acht
Sichtlinien.

Mit einem Multigauß-Fitcode wurden die Amplituden, Positionen und Breiten der
Signale bestimmt. Aus diesen Daten wurden die Strahlzusammensetzung und, unter
Berücksichtigung der zugrundeliegenden physikalischen Prozesse in Beschleuniger und
Neutralisator, die Zusammensetzung des extrahierten Ionenstromes berechnet. Weiterhin
ergaben sich das vertikale Dichteprofil am Beobachtungsort und eine Abschätzung der
absoluten Teilchendichteverteilung mit Hufe einer absoluten Kalibration. Aus den
Linienpositionen wurde die genaue Beschleunigungsspannung ermittelt. Die
Linienbreiten erlauben eine Abschätzung der horizontalen Beamdivergenz.

Während dieser Arbeit wurden zwei Ionenquellen, die „Pagoda" [4] und die
„Sourcette" [5], bezüglich der Ionenzusammensetzung und Strahlprofile untersucht. Der
Vergleich der spektroskopischen Ergebnisse mit den kalorimetrischen lieferte nützliche
Einsichten in die Strahlgeometrie.

1 ) In einer positiven Wasserstoff-Ionenquelle sind immer drei Sorten positiver Ionen vorhanden: H^,
Hj und H, . Nach der Beschleunigung, Dissoziation und Neutralisation entstehen daraus monoatomare
Neutralteilchen mit voller, halber und drittel Energie und gegebenenfalls H2 - Moleküle mit voller
Energie.
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0.2 Résumé

Des faisceaux des particules neutres sont utilisés dans des expériences de la
fusion thermonucléaire pour chauffer le plasma et pour générer le courant, mais aussi
comme sources diagnostiques pour la spectroscopie active.

Sur Tore Supra [1], un des injecteurs de chauffage [2] sera prochainement utilisé
comme faisceau diagnostique. Pour optimaliser les paramètres de travail pour cette
application, des expériences sur le Bâti d'Essai des Lignes de Tore Supra, le BEL[3],
sont en cours. L'injecteur du BEL est essentiellement identique à ceux de Tore Supra. D
est en plus équipé de diagnostiques électriques, calorimétriques et barométriques.

Alors que pour le chauffage du plasma, la puissance totale injectée est un
paramètre essentiel, la spectroscopie active requiert des faisceaux denses et homogènes
avec un taux élevé des particules à pleine énergie1 \

Dans le cadre de cette thèse, huit visées ont été installées dans le BEL pour la
spectroscopie H« , pour observer le faisceau de neutres dans sont état final. Les visées
longent toutes horizontalement sous des angles aigus avec l'axe du faisceau, pour utiliser
l'effet Doppler, qui sépare les signaux des fractions d'énergie entre eux et de l'émission
Ha des particules thermiques.

Cinq télescopes sont positionnés in situ l'un sur l'autre à 26° avec l'axe du
faisceau. Ces lignes de visée fournissent le profil vertical de la densité des particules aux
énergies différentes. Les trois autres utilisent un objectif photographique à l'extérieur de
1' enceinte à vide, sous des angles différents avec le faisceau dans le plan horizontal
equatorial. On peut déduire la divergence horizontale à partir de leurs signaux.

L'optique est connectée avec un spectromètre Czerny-Turner par des fibres
optiques. Une caméra CCD remplace la fente de sortie du spectromètre. La surface
sensitive du CCD de 289 x 576 pixels permet de mesurer simultanément les spectres des
toutes les huit visées.

Un fit multigaussien a été utilisé pour déterminer les amplitudes, les positions et
les largeurs des raies. De ces données, la composition du faisceau et, compte tenu des
sections efficaces de dissociation et neutralisation, les taux d'espèces dans la source ont
été calculés. En plus, le profil vertical et une estimation de la distribution de la densité
absolue des particules (à l'aide d'un étalonnage absolu) sont obtenues. La tension
d'accélération exacte à partir des positions des lignes a été également déduite. Les
largeurs des raies permettent d'évaluer la divergence horizontale du faisceau.

Au cours de cette thèse, deux sources d'ions, la "Pagode" [4] et la "Sourcette"
[5], ont été étudiées et comparées (taux d'espèces d'ions et profil du faisceau). La
comparaison des résultats spectroscopiques et calorimétriques donne des informations
utiles sur la géométrie de la focalisation du faisceau.

1} Dans une source d'ions positifs, trois espèces d'ions, HJ" , Hj et H, , sont produites pour H2. Après 1'
accélération, dissociation et neutralisation, le faisceau contient des neutres monoatomiques à pleine,
demi et un tiers de l'énergie et le cas échéant des molecules H2 à pleine énergie.
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0.3 Abstract

Neutral particle beams are used in thermal nuclear fusion experiments for plasma
heating and current drive, and as a diagnostic tool for active spectroscopy.

At Tore Supra [1], one of the heating injectors [2] will be applied as a diagnostic
source soon. To find out the optimal working parameters for this application,
experiments are carried out on the Tore Supra neutral beam testbed, the BEL (Bati
d'Essais des Lignes). The BEL [3] is a duplicate of the Tore Supra heating injector
system in all essential features, and is additionally equipped with electric, calorimetric
and barometric measurement devices.

Active spectroscopy requires a dense, homogeneous beam with a high rate of full
energy particles0 and a small divergence, whereas the total injected power is less
important.

Within the frame of this thesis eight viewing lines for Ha-spectroscopy have been
installed at the end of the injector to observe the fully established neutral beam. The
viewing lines are all parallel to the horizontal plane and include small angles with the
beam axis, in order to make use of the Doppler effect which separates the signals from
the three energy components from each other and from the Ha-emission of the thermal
particles.

Five telescopes are placed in situ one above the other at 26° to the beam axis.
They deliver the vertical density profile. The other three viewing lines use a lens outside
the vacuum vessel and have different angles with the beam axis in the horizontal
midplane. From their signals, the horizontal divergence can be deduced.

The optics are linked by optical fibres to a Czerny Turner spectrometer equipped
with a CCD camera that replaced the exit slit. The CCD sensor surface of 298 x 576
detector pixels allowed to record the spectra from all eight viewing lines simultaneously.

A multigaussian fit code has been applied to give the amplitudes, positions and
widths of the Gauss shaped signals. From this data, the beam composition and, including
the physics processes in the acceleration and neutralisation sections, the ion species
fractions in the source have been calculated. Furthermore, the vertical density profile and
an estimation of the absolute particle density distribution based on an absolute calibration
resulted. From the line positions the exact acceleration voltage has been obtained. The
line widths allow an estimate of the horizontal divergence.

During this work, two ion sources, the "Pagoda" [4] and the "Sourcette" [5],
have been investigated to obtain the ion species ratio and beam profile. The comparison
of the spectroscopic with the calorimetric results gives a useful insight into the beam
steering geometry.

1) In a positive hydrogen ion source always three ion species, H* , H* and H* , are produced After
acceleration, dissociation and neutralisation, monoatomic neutrals with full, half and third energy
emerge and occasionally H2 molecules at full energy.
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0.5 Table of Variables and Constants

Frequently used symbols, constants and variables are listed in Table 1 to avoid
cumbersome explanations.

Symbol
X

y
z

i
fi
Fi

X
Ak
AE(£)
SA,
8

fl
D

sord
A
V
t
T
U
I
J
Pa
P
E
E
M
q
m
N
n

c

Units /Value
m

m

m

1,2,3
%

%

A
A

R]
A
°(degrees)

mm
A / pixel

m or pixels

m2

m3

s
K
V

A

A/m 2

A/V3 /2

W
JoreV
V/m
Tesla

C

kg
_

m"3

2.9979 • 108 m/s

Meaning
horizontal direction, perpendicular to the beam

vertical direction, perpendicular to the beam

direction of beam propagation

index of ion species or energy components

fraction of ion species in the extracted ion current

fraction of energy component in the neutral beam

wavelength

line shift

error of quantity £ in units of £

1/e line broadening, half width

divergence, half angle

focal length

dispersion

distance or width in space

area

volume

time

temperature

voltage

current

current density

perveance

power

energy

electric field

magnetic field

electric charge

mass

particle number

particle density

speed of light



vn

k
e
e
h
ao
nip

1.3806 - lO^J/K

1.6022-10-19C

2.71828

6.626-10-34Js

5.29 • 10"11 m

1.672 -10-27 kg

6562.8 A

-

-

Boltzmann's constant

elementary charge

Eulers constant

Plancks constant

Bohr radius

proton mass

Balmer - a - emission wavelength

slow hydrogen particle with nuclear mass i and

charge k

fast hydrogen particle...
Table 1: Frequently used symbols and constants, valid for the whole thesis



1. Introduction

1.1 Neutral Beam Injection

1.1.1 Application

Neutral (particle) injectors (N.I.) are used commonly for heating and also for
current drive in thermonuclear fusion experiments. So far, the majority of the systems are
based on the acceleration and neutralisation of positive hydrogen or deuterium ions. Fast
particles injected into the plasma thermalize by collisions and thereby transfer their
kinetic energy to the bulk plasma. If simply a beam of accelerated ions were injected the
ions would be deflected by the high magnetic field. However, if they are neutralized after
acceleration they can penetrate a certain distance into the plasma before they are ionized
by collisions with plasma electrons and ions, or by charge exchange with plasma ions.

Neutral particle beams also provide an excellent source for active spectroscopy
on fusion relevant plasmas, which is spatially resolved and delivers information about a
wide range of important plasma parameters. The resolution in space is dependent on
how well the intersection of the beam and the viewing lines is localized.

Beam emission spectroscopy (BES) observes the photons emitted by beam
particles after excitational collisions with the bulk plasma. BES yields data of the plasma
rotation, the magnetic field strength and inclination and the density of the neutral beam
itself, too.

Collisions can also lead to charge exchange from the neutral beam particle to the
bulk plasma ions into excited states of the ion. The radiation from their deexcitation is
analysed by charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) to obtain density and
temperature profiles of plasma and impurity particles.

To make use of this powerful diagnostics tool at the tokamak1) experiment Tore
Supra [1], one of the heating injectors will be modified accordingly in the frame of the
project CIEL (Composants Internes Et Limiteur) [6] which will replace the current
configuration of Tore Supra in 2002. To find out the optimal working parameters for a
diagnostic beam, experiments in the neutral beam testbed are carried out. This testbed,
the BEL2) [3], is equipped with several diagnostics to measure the electric, calorimetric,
and gas flow and pressure parameters. One spectroscopic viewing line had already been
installed to observe the particle species fractions [3].

In the frame of this thesis, optics for more detailed Ha - spectroscopy has been
installed and put into operation in the BEL. The aim was to determine the energy
component fractions in the neutral beam, the ion species ratio in the ion source, the
vertical profile and the horizontal divergence. Additionally, an attempt has been made to
evaluate the absolute beam particle densities.

1 ) russian acronym (TopoHiia/ibHafl Kaiuepa c MarHHTHHMH KaTyiuicaMH) meaning toroidal
chamber with magnetic coils
2) Bati d' Essais des Lignes



1.1.2 Injector Technology

The production of a neutral particle beam includes four main steps prior to
injection:

• creation of ions
• acceleration of the ions by means of an electrostatic field
• neutralisation of the fast ions
• removal of residual ions from the beam .

NEUTRALIZER-. r-BAFFLED CHAMBER

ACCELERATING
SYSTEM

ION
SOURCE

GRIDS

STEM

RECOVERY
ELECTRODE

TORE SUPRA NEUTRAL INJECTOR

Fig. 1: A Tore Supra neutral particle heating injector. The beam testbed, the BEL, is identical to these
injectors in all main features. The experiments presented here have been carried out with the top and
bottom of the extraction grids (4 out of 5) masked.

Only the most important features are outlined here for global understanding,
detailed information is given in chapter 2.1.

More

The whole beam line is embedded in a vacuum tank. A lead box of 5m length,
8m width and 5m height surrounds the experiment to shield against X-rays. The beam
propagates horizontally. In the coordinate system applied, z is along the axis of beam
propagation, x and y are the horizontal and vertical directions perpendicular to the beam
axis. The injector operates in pulses of a few seconds (shots).

Since there is no biological shield at the BEL against neutrons from fusion
reactions between deuterium particles, all experiments are to be carried out in hydrogen
or helium from which the deuterium parameters are deduced. The corrections for the
different kinetic behaviour due to the mass difference are easy to implement. Hydrogen
and deuterium atomic physics is identical except for minor deviations of the energy levels
as a consequence of the doubled nuclear mass. The reaction cross sections are the same
at equal projectile particle energy. The following description of the atomic physics is
therefore based on hydrogen.



The ion sources used work with electrical arc discharges in a gas filled chamber.
Electrons emitted by the heated cathode filaments ("primary electrons") are accelerated
towards the anode. On their path through the gas they collide with the background
particles causing a variety of dissociation, ionisation and recombination reactions. The
ions produced in the source are not only the desired protons, H^ , but also H^ and H*
are produced and extracted. Their fractions depend on the magnetic electron
confinement in the source and determine the final beam composition.

The extraction is established through multi aperture grids. The ions emerging
from one hole form a so called beamlet. For improved beam transport the grids are
formed in such a way that the beamlets converge (beam steering). The ion source is at
ground potential. The ions are accelerated by a negative voltage of typically several
104V. The resulting three ion species velocities are then:

(1)

Passing through the neutralizer section the molecular ions dissociate by collisions
with the H2 target gas. The ions transfer their charge to the neutralizer gas particles and
the fraction of fast neutrals increases up to an equilibrium value because of reionisation
processes. The outcoming neutrals at different energies are referred to as E, E/2 and E/3
components.

Downstream of the neutralizer the electrons in the beam are rejected back into
the neutralizer by the suppressor electrode (STEM). The residual ion beam expands and
the full energy particles are collected at the recovery electrode (energy recovery
concept). The particles at fractional energies are collected at the suppressor electrode.

Several reasons lead to a velocity spread both parallel and perpendicular to the
beamlet acceleration direction: thermal motion in the source, atomic interactions along
the path through the injector, dissociations and electrostatic repulsion by the space
charge before neutralisation.

The acceleration energy exceeds the parallel energy spread by 4 to 5 orders of
magnitude, therefore these components have no measurable influence. The perpendicular
contributions however result in a finite beam divergence. The grid apertures are formed
as to compensate at least partially for the diverging effects.

1.2 Balmer - a - Radiation

Active spectroscopy not only delivers a number of plasma parameters but can be
used to characterize the particle beam itself. The technique of measuring the Doppler
shifted light emitted from fast particles after collisions with residual gas has first been
applied by Burrell et al. at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in 1977 [7]. It allows the beam
to be diagnosed without deflecting or stopping it, and at beam powers where the energy
flux is too high for probes. In case of hydrogen, usually the Balmer-a-emission (at
6563A) is observed because the relevant emission cross sections are well known. The
spectra are expected to be undisturbed by impurity lines. The nearest molecular bands of
H2 appear below 6428 A and above 7168 A [8].



The excitation reactions to be considered are the following (the symbols in italics
represent the fast particles, the asterisc indicates the excited state):

(1) H+, +H° > # r + H; ...chargeexchange

(2) HI + H° > i/j°* + ... ... ionic dissociation with excitation

(3) H3 + H° > Hf + ... ... ionic dissociation with excitation

(4) H° + H° > H? + ... ... collisional excitation

(5) H° + H° > Hf* + ... ... excitation after dissociation

(6) Wx + H° > H°* + ... ...dissociation and excitation of the thermal

molecule.

The radiation from reactions (1) to (5) is Doppler shifted because the emitters are the
projectiles, reaction (6) leads to a spectral peak at the unshifted wavelength.

In principle, Ha - light may be observed in many locations along the injector
because collisions occur everywhere. However, in the first three sections of the injector,
i.e. the source, the accelerator and the neutralizer, either the access is restricted or the
evaluation of spectroscopic data is difficult as the ionisation, excitation and de-excitation
rates are not in equilibrium and up to 14 species of particles with distinct energies have
to be considered. Only downstream from the end of the neutralizer section equilibrium
can be assumed and the number of species present has decreased to 6, namely H* at full,
half, third and eighteenth energy, Hi at full energy and the target H° molecules.

The residual thermal gas is at low pressure (about 2 mPa), which is, however, still
sufficient to give observable radiation. In the observed area downstream of the ion
recovery, reactions (1) to (3) can be omitted, the reionisation rate being negligible at this
pressure.

Fig. 2 shows a typical spectrum consisting of the unshifted emission line of
thermal atoms, the three blue shifted peaks of the full, half4' and third energy
components and another peak at an ISth of the full energy, which originates from (HO)*,
(H2O)+ and (HsO)+ ions in the source. Minute quantities of water in the source have
been observed in most of the comparable experiments, and the measurements of Bonnal
et al. [9] have shown similar patterns in H - a, - P and - y - spectra.

1 ) The emission originating from # ° at full energy has the same wavelength as that from H* at half
energy.
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pixel

Fig. 2: Typical beam spectrum measured in the BEL with the Pagoda ion source and an acceleration
voltage of 50 kV.

For Balmer - a - transitions, i.e. from main quantum number n = 3 to n = 2 ,
photons with a wavelength of 6562.79 A1} are emitted.

This spectral line is split into seven subtransitions between the five energy
sublevels of n = 3 and the three sublevels of n = 2, cf. Fig. 3. This finestructure yields a
line width of SA* = 0.132 A2). These details have not be resolved since our device had a
dispersion of 0.269 A.

3s (1/2) • 3p (1/2,3/2) 3d (3/2,5/2)

2s (1/2)

Is (1/2)

2p (1/2,3/2)

Si

\
t

1

H-a
6562.8 A

L-a
1215.7 A

L-p
1025.7 A

Fig. 3: Scheme of energy levels and transitions of hydrogen from main quantum numbers n < 3 . The
metastable 2s state is redistributed into 2p at very low electric fields. Therefore, it will not disturb the
excitation eqilibrium of the corona model).

In the observation region the residual gas density is about 51017 m'3. This is two
orders of magnitude below the density where the collisional de-excitation cross sections

1} For deuterium this wavelength is at 6561.03 A.
2 ) The hyperfinestructure is further three orders of magnitude weaker and hence negligible as well as the
natural line width which is about 0.01 A for the short living 3p state and less for the other states.



for fast particles in our energy range become important ([10] and [11]). This means that
during the life time of their excited state, the atoms are not disturbed by another collision
(corona model).

The line density passed by the fast neutrals is high enough to establish the
excitational equilibrium for all 1-states. At target densities of about 1017 m"3 the onset of
1-mixing becomes visible [10]. This yields enhanced H - a - emission because of the
redistribution of 3p into 3d states. The only possible 3d decay is into 2s which represents
an H - a - transition, whereas the 3p-decay is split into 3p -> 2s (12%) and 3p -> Is
(88%), see Fig. 3. Nevertheless, the error implied by 1-mixing has been neglected because
it is minor compared to the uncertainties in the emission cross sections.

The population of the n = 3 states by radiative cascading from higher states is
"considerably less than 9 %" [8] compared to the direct collisional excitation.

Zeeman effect or motional Stark splitting have not been taken into account since
there is no magnetic filed in the observation area.

The electric fields in the observation region are up to 7 kV/m (for an acceleration
energy of 60 kV). The line splitting of the Stark effect is:

AE.-X* 3 e - a o - E - M

he 2 he

with AEs ... Stark energy splitting (equidistant)
... electric field.

The maximum Stark splitting for 60 keV beams is about 1.8 • 10'3 A. Consequently, the
broadening of the Ha - emission between the first and the last of the nine perceptible
Stark lines is 1.5 • 10"2 A, an order of magnitude below the resolution of the diagnostics.

The decay times of the subtransitions are 158ns, 5.4ns and 15.6ns for 3s, 3p and
3d decay, respectively. From fast particles excited in a target gas cell, the emission cross
sections oHa, I (1 = s, p, d) can be determined separately by measuring at corresponding
distances downstream of the cell. For particles in the relevant energy range, this has been
done in several laboratories for 3s and (0.12 3p + 3d). The 3p and 3d decays could not
be resolved ([8], [12] and [13]).

The emission cross sections <TH<X listed in Table 2 represent the weighted sum of
the subtransitions:

+ 0.12-aHo,3p+



E/[keV]

10
12
14
15
16
18
20

22.5
25
30
40
50
60
70

proj.: Hi (Is)
from [8]

7.14 ±0.35
7.26 ± 0.27
7.30 ±0.32
7.18 ±0.29
6.92 ± 0.29
6.78 ±0.30
6.63 ± 0.40
6.71 ±0.34
6.37 ±0.38
5.80 ±0.54
4.76 ± 0.47
4.47 ±0.41
4.37 ±0.39
4.17 ±0.46

proj.: Hi (Is)
from [13]

7.04
—
—

7.11
—
—

6.69
—
—

5.39
4.73
4.43
4.25
4.20

proj.: Hi
from [12]

7.7 ±2.5
—
—

9.2 ±2.7
—
—

11.1 ±3.0
—

11.9±3.4
12.2 ±3.7
11.2±3.2
9.8 ±2.7
8.1 ±2.3
7.6 ±2.3

target: H°
from [8]

2.56 ±0.13
2.58 ±0.12
2.73 ±0.12
2.98 ±0.13
3.26 ±0.16
3.16±0.14
2.96 ±0.12
3.01+0.10
3.15±0.13
2.90 ±0.15
2.55 ±0.13
1.97 ±0.10
1.33 ±0.07
1.12 ±0.06

Table 2: Emission cross sections aHa in 1(T1S cm2 representing the total cross sections for the
radiation generated by the projectile which is <xHa

 = G3S + 0.12 • <T3P + OM, for the collisions of Hi
and Hi with H°. The target emission cross sections are valid for collisions -with H^ The target
excitation by Hi has been neglected.

For the evaluation of the data presented here the values of Williams et al. ([8],
[12]) have been used, since in [13] the accuracy is unknown. Furthermore, Williams'
data are more detailed in the energy range. Additionally to the random errors listed,
Williams et al. quote ± 19% error for the projectile emission. The data from Barnett
show good agreement with those from Williams et al. in their range of tolerance. In fig.
4, the data from Williams for the projectiles are plotted against the collision energy.

I ^Emission cross section in 10"18 cm2

12

10

Energy in keV

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Fig. 4: The emission cross sections of the projectiles for the collisions H + H2 from [8] and H2 + H2

from [12].



1.3 Doppler Shift Spectroscopy

Doppler Effect
The Doppler effect shifts the light emitted from excited fast particles in wavelength
which can be detected if the observation angle is different from 90° with respect to the
beam direction. The diagnostic makes use of this effect because it separates the signals of
the three energy components from each other and from the thermal emission (unshifted
line). The final choice of the observation angles (see Fig. 13) was a consequence of
spatial constraints.

The Doppler shift £kz> is calculated from:

with a ... the observation angle,
p = v / c .

The relativistic correction for the highest velocity achieved (P = 0.010 at Uacc = 55 kV)
amounts to 5. MO"5. For the Doppler shift AXD therefore the simplified formula

Xo • P • cos a (2)
will be applied.

Line Broadening
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the measured spectra consist of Gauss shaped intensity peaks
which are broadened by several effects:

• The perpendicular thermal broadening of the beam:
As explained in paragraph 1.1.2, the beam particles do not travel on parallel
trajectories but the beam has an inevitable divergence £tff which forms one of the
properties to be investigated. Among the origins are the thermal motion in the
source, elastic collisions and the dissociation energy.

• The viewing line divergence:
The finite viewing line divergence Svi broadens the signal because the observation
angle and thus the Doppler shift slightly change for radiation emitted at different
points in the observation cone.

• The velocity fluctuations Ea due to acceleration voltage fluctuations:
These fluctuations can be determined either from the electric measurements or
from spectroscopy using a range of observation angles.

• The instrument function:
The line broadening due to the aperture of the spectrometer, the instrument
function 6Xi, is best determined by a calibration of the whole device. This is
described in 2.2.2.

• The line width due to the finestructure (8X& = 0.132 A) is a minor effect but has to be
considered.



Since all the effects are independent of each other and can be well approximated
by Gauss functions the deconvolution of the broadening effects reduces to a simple
quadratic sum of the particular widths. No Abel inversion is necessary.
The basic convolution equation for the measured intensity distribution ŜXmes) from the
instrument function, the finestructure and the viewing line and beam divergences with
line widths 8^* is the following:

(3)

with 8Xb ••• the line width due to beam and viewing line properties as described below.

The viewing line and effective beam divergences as well as the parallel velocity
fluctuations lead to deviations from the central Doppler shift AXD.O [14]:

d(AA~)
divergence effect: 5Xua = — -da = -^- |5 0 -da-s ina 0 (4)

voltage fluctuation effect: 5 ^ v = ~ ^ • dv = -Xo — • cosa0 (5)
dv c

Equ. 4 delivers the Doppler broadening due to the divergences for 5a = £vi and
5a = 8eff . The parallel velocity fluctuations dv in equ. 5 are due to fluctuations in the
acceleration voltage:

= AXD • — = A>.D • >cc = AXD -sfl • tana 0
^ aaoc

The contributions from source temperature and dissociation energy are negligible as far
as the parallel motion is concerned.

§Xb from equ. 3 is then:

= Xo • Po • sina0 • ̂  +s2
vl

and the requested effective beam divergence Seff can now be determined from

_ \ \ \
Seff - / \ 2 E v l E f l

{X p j{Xo p 0 s i n a o j
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Emissivity
The emissivity Q (number of photons per second and m3) is a function of the rate

coefficient (oHavcol,) and the densities of the colliding particles. The relative velocity v^ii

between the colliding particles is equal to the fast particle velocity in our experiment,
since the thermal motions of both beam and target particles can be neglected:

(<*HaVcoll) =

Hence:
Qi = n ; - nHz

(the index i denotes the projectile particle species at energy E / i with i = 1,2, 3).
The photon flux <j) per steradian, m2 and second is then:

<j>i = (47c)"1 J Hj d x = (47c)"1 nH2 • Vi • aHo, i • J ni d x (7)

The radiation generated by the fast particles can be reabsorbed only by other fast
particles of the same velocity. Even if the energy fractions were monoenergetic, the
medium can still be assumed to be optically thin. This is a consequence of the low beam
and residual gas densities.

1.4 The beam evolution

After their acceleration the fast ions enter the neutralizer which is filled with
molecular hydrogen. Collisions lead to dissociation, neutralisation, recombination and
reionisation processes which are illustrated in Fig. 5. Hence the beam composition
changes continuously during its path through the gas. After having traversed a certain
line density, depending on the beam energy, an equilibrium arises. The line density ni is
defined by

n, =JnH2dz (8)

In many operating neutral injection systems ni is held somewhat below the equilibrium
value because the neutral fractions do not change significantly in this region but a good
deal less pumping speed is required. In our case, the typical value is ni = 0.8-1016 cm .

For each species shown in Fig. 5 the following differential equation has to be solved:

dn:

with cx-»y ... the cross sections for the reactions illustrated in Fig. 5.
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At equilibrium, equ. 9 becomes:

The gross reactions leading to the beam composition at the end of the neutralizer are:

H; > H; (E) and Hi (E)

H; > H; (E/2), H? (E/2), H; (E) and H°t (E)

H; > H; (E/3), H* (E/3), H; (2E/3) and Hi (2E/3).

Kim and Haselton have calculated the beam evolution from equ. 9 as a function of the
line density ni. Their results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The errors in the cross sections
Oxy are about ± 20% [15]. It can be seen that the number of species decreases with
increasing line density. With growing particle speed, the neutralisation efficiency declines
remarkably.

The H~ content is usually neglected because of its minute net production rate. In
the observation area downstream of the ion recovery, only the neutrals /f,° (E), H®
(E/2), Hi (E), Hi (2E/3) and H« (E/3) are present.

The H - a - emission cross sections of the molecular neutrals are higher than
those for the Hi projectiles, however, their density is lower by a factor of about 10
compared to the latter. The E/2-peak consists of photons emitted from H°(E/2) and
from Hi (E) projectiles, at a ratio of 91.26% : 8.74% for 50keV beams obtained from
the Figs. 6 and 7. For the E/3-peak, the corresponding ratio of the contributions from H°
(E/3) and Hi (2E/3) is 87.67% : 12.33%. Therefore, the effective cross sections cHo^
and OH<X,3 are the weighted sums of the cross sections for both particle species. Anyway,
they are treated together because their effects are similar once they are injected into the
torus plasma.
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l-l

10

Fig. 5: Reactions in the neutraliser altering charge state and momentum of particles, for each family
originating from the three ion species. E is the original ion beam energy, <J ,̂ denotes the reaction cross
section involving a mass change from atob and a charge state change from c to d. According to [15].
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Fig. 6: Variation of fractional powers carried by particle species as a function of the traversed line
density ofH2 for a hydrogen energy of 40 keV, from [15]. The vertical line indicates the typical line
density in our experiments.
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Fig. 7: Variation of fractional powers carried by particle species as a function of the traversed line
density ofH2 for a hydrogen energy of 60 keV, from [15]. The vertical line indicates the typical line
density of our experiments.
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2. Experimental Setup

2.1 The Neutral Beam Testbed

neutralizer suppression

Pagoda
ion source

3 grids
accelerator

telescopes, lines 1 to 5
recovery (vertical profile)

a)

bs&m
direction

pumped drift space
(baffled chamber)

Scale = 1m

electric potential /

™ source

Ti getter pumps
tens, lines 61b-8
(horizontal divergence)

ion acceleration

ion'-deceleration

neutralizer and pumping

ion suppressor

b)

ion
recovery

C)

Fig. 8: a) Schematic view of the BEL (plan view) with the optics for spectroscopy.
b) Outline of the dominant electrical potentials (not drawn to scale). The source is at ground potential,
the neutralizer potential equals UOK .
c) Outline of the pressure distribution (not drawn to scale). The background box pressure (right end of
the curve) is about 2 mPa. fa and fa indicate the source and neutralizer gas input.
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The Tore Supra beam testbed, the BEL, has been built in order to find out the
optimum working parameters for the injectors independently of the Tore Supra operating
schedule. For the conversion of a heating injector into a beam source for BES1}

diagnostics such as MSE2) and CXRS3) diagnostics, the demands on the beam have
slightly changed. While the total power injected is now less important, high beam density
and homogenity have become essential. A low divergence and the possibility to modulate
the beam for easy background subtraction are desirable. A high acceleration energy and a
high fraction of full energy particles is still important to probe the inner regions of the
bulk plasma.

At Tore Supra, the injectors have been specially designed for energy recovery by
electrostatic deceleration of the residual ions. This implies a narrow rectangular beam
shape and the ion source at ground potential, in contrast to many conventional injectors
[2]. The conditioning of the injector with the high negative suppressor potential at the
end of the line and with the large beam height (over which the density has to be constant)
turned out to be rather troublesome.

The BEL is identical to the neutral particle heating injectors of Tore Supra in all
essential features. There are however some differences:

• The BEL experiments are carried out with hydrogen instead of deuterium. The power
supply is that of torus injector 6, rated for Deuterium (lOOkV, 40A). To achieve
perveance match (see 2.1.2), the extracted ion current must be higher by v2 due to the
mass difference. This limited the maximum beam energy at the BEL at a lower
acceleration voltage.

• The beam is collected on a target about 4m from the first grid at the horizontal
steering focal length.

• The influence of the strong confinement magnetic field in the vicinity of the torus is
missing and can not be simulated.

• The BEL injector box can only accomodate one Pagoda ion source whereas the torus
injectors can take two sources.

• The BEL is additionally equipped with a number of diagnostic devices such as voltage
and current measurements, calorimeters, pressure and flux gauges, mass spectrometers
and now enlarged Ha-spectroscopy.

2.1.1 The Ion Sources

The two ion sources tested during the recent experiments, the "Pagoda" and the
"Sourcette", both operate with arc discharges in a hydrogen filled chamber. The created
plasma contains mainly H° , H | , H ° , H^ and H; , plus H; , HO+, H2O+, H3O

+ and
possibly other impurities. An external confining magnetic field is applied to prevent the
ions from recombination at the chamber walls, to keep the density homogeneous over the
extraction surface and to force the electrons to gyrate. Thus they travel a longer path

1 ' BES ... Beam Emission Spectroscopy
2 ) MSE... Motional Stark Effect
3 ) CXRS ... Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy
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through the chamber which increases the collision probability and hence the plasma
production efficiency.

A list of the properties characterizing an ion source for particle beams is given below:

• The extracted ion current density Je*
The extractable ion current density Je* is determined by the source plasma parameters
(plasma density, temperature and potential) on the one hand and the extracting field
strength on the other hand. The source plasma ion density is controlled by the gas flux
into the source and the arc current and voltage.

• The uniformity
The uniformity is defined as the spatial variation of J«t over the extraction surface with
respect to the average current density < Jext >• It is largely dependent on the uniformity
of the source plasma and has a strong impact on the density profile of the beam.

• The monoatomic fraction yield f|
The fractions £ of the extracted atomic and molecular ions are defined as follows.

00)

The extracted molecular ions Hj and H3 complicate the energy recovery and are
unwanted for the injection into the fusion plasma. Their dissociation creates particles
with half and third energy. The un-neutralized fraction of them is stronger deflected by
the beam space charge and the applied fields because they are slower, which complicates
their collection at the recovery electrode. At acceleration energies that are low enough as
to prevent the full energy fraction from hitting the inner torus wall, the particles at E/2
and E/3 do not reach the central region of the torus plasma as a consequence of the
higher collision reaction cross sections. However, the BES and CXRS applications are
designated to measure plasma parameters also in the plasma centre, and additionally
some of them rely on a high yield of full energy particles for good resolution of their
measurements. Therefore, a high rate of monoatomic ions is essential for a good
performance of the injector.

• The time variation of these parameters
The time evolution of the beam is mainly a consequence of the arc and gas flow
behaviour in time which is assumed to be constant. For CXRS, a modulated beam is
desired for background subtraction.

• The electric power efficiency Tid
The electric efficiency r|ei is expressed in terms of extracted ion current Ie* per arc power
supplied (in A/kW). A maximum value of T\<\ is desirable. However, the ion source
power is generally a small fraction of the HV1) power in positive ion based injectors, so
this feature is less important.

i ) HV... high voltage
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• The gas efficiency rig
The gas efficiency rjg may be defined as the ratio of extracted beam particles over the gas
flow into the source. A high gas efficiency is desirable to avoid high gas pressures in the
accelerator stack which can lead to an excessive amount of backstreaming electrons and
HV breakdowns.

The Pagoda

ANODE COOLING
CHANNEL

ANODE

b) transverse field

GAS INLET

.COOLED
/ W A L L S

FILAMENTS

50

magnetic field lines.

c) cusp field

B-COILS

Fig. 9: a) Schematic view of the Pagoda ion source. The horizontal cuts ( b), c)) show the pagoda like
shape which is the origin of its name and illustrate the two field modes.The transverse field (TF) is
produced by the coils 1, 2, 5 and 6, the cusp field (CF) uses all 6 coils. From [4].

This ion source has especially been developed for the injectors with energy
recovery by electrostatic deceleration. Therefore, the extraction surface has a narrow
rectangular shape of 6.6 cm width and 113 cm height (Fig. 9a).

The water cooled stainless steel chamber is electrically insulated from both anode
and cathode and held at ground potential. The anode is a massive V-shaped, water
cooled copper structure at the rear of the chamber, able to cope with the fast
backstreaming1} electrons. Six electrical connections at the rear side, which can be biased
individually, allow to drive vertical currents that may compensate partially for the
electromagnetic fields in the source plasma.

'see 2.1.2
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The cathode consists of 24 heated tungsten filaments of 1.5 mm diameter. They
are symmetrically arranged in two vertical rows outside the path of the backstreaming
electrons.

Six electromagnets at the corners of the Pagoda produce the magnetic
confinement field inside the chamber. It can be controlled continuously, but its intensity
is lower than in other systems which use permanent magnets. Two magnetic regimes
have been tested in the past, which are illustrated in Figs. 9b) and c). The cusp field (CF)
yields a higher proton fraction. In transverse field mode (TF) the electric efficiency T|ei of
the source is twice that of CF mode but then it yields a lower proton fraction. For the
present experiments, the TF configuration was used.

Because of difficulties in obtaining the specifications (uniformity, total extracted
current density) with the full height of the Pagoda, four fifths of the extraction surface
were masked only using the central section in our experiments. The reduced beam cross
section is justified by the planned application as a diagnostic beam.

ThcSourcet te"^

The Sourcette [5] has been developed for the production of negative ions. It was
the first time that it was tested for positive ion extraction. Therefore, during the
spectroscopic measurements for this thesis the optimum operating parameters had to be
ascertained first. Hence, the spectroscopic results presented here cover only the very
initial development stage of the Sourcette as positive ion source.

A view of the Sourcette is given in Fig. 10. It has only one fifth of the full height
of the Pagoda. Thus the beams from the Sourcette and the masked Pagoda can be
directly compared.

Also the Sourcette uses tungsten filaments as cathodes. The anode is formed by
the copper wall of the discharge chamber which is partially water cooled.

The two side walls are equipped with confining permanent magnets. Two
columns of stronger magnets at the extraction surface (front) and at the rear side form
transverse filter fields. The front filter separates the discharge into two regions with
different electron temperatures. The energetic electrons (order of 10 eV) are confined in
the filament region. The area near the extraction grid mainly containes electrons of
substantially less energy (order of 1 eV). These have just enough energy to dissociate
molecular ions and thus reduce the H^ and H* fractions in favour of the proton content.
The remaining magnets at each side of the chamber form a multi cusp field to improve
the plasma confinement.

1 Sourcette: (fr) small source, also known as Drift Source
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Fig. 10: Plan and lateral view of the Sourcette according to [5], It has originally been developed for
negative ion beam production. This was the first time that it was used for positive ion production.
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2.1.2 Extraction, Acceleration and Beam Optics

The ions are extracted and accelerated through three muhi aperture copper
plates, the grids (see the electric potential profile in Fig. 8b)). These grids are internally
water cooled to cope with the heat flux from impinging ions and electrons. The first grid
gi defines the extraction surface of the source lying at ground potential. The second grid
g2 is at negative potential and provides the extraction and acceleration of the ions. A side
effect is that the electrons created between gi and &> are driven back into the source.
Precautions in the source design are necessary that the power carried by these
backstreaming electrons does not get excessively high.

The third grid & and the neutralizer are held at a few kV above the g2 potential
to prevent plasma electrons created in the neutralizer from streaming back into the
source. The g3 potential determines the final beam energy.

T

beanlet 330

plasno
surface

oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooe-p
oooo

92 93 I §_3_,

Fig. 11: Extraction and acceleration assembly, consisting of three grids gi, g2 and g3. gi is at source
potential (ground), gj on neutralizer potential(negative) and g2 is biased a few kV more negatively
titan the neutralizer to supress backstreaming electrons. In a), a cut through one set of successive
apertures is illustrated, b) shows one of the five identically drilled g; copperplates. The aperture pitch
in both directions is 18mm.

The nupriimmi extractable current density of positive ion sources is limited to
about 200mA. However, the requested beam powers require ion sources with extraction
surfaces much larger than the torus entrance ports in current fusion experiments.
Therefore, the particle beam must be focussed in the extraction and acceleration stage
(because the beam particles can no longer be guided other than by dumps once they are
neutralized).

First, the beamlets emerging from each grid are directed by horizontal and
vertical shifts of the hole positions from one grid to the next to hit the small torus
entrance. This is called beam steering. The horizontal steering focus point is at 4.0 m, the
vertical focus at 7.57 m (which is about the torus port position) measured from the first
grid. Second, the divergence of the individual beamlets has to be compensated.

The compensation of the divergence is done by the apertures of gi and g2, which
are formed as electrostatical lenses. They focus the beamlets such that the diverging
effects of g3 (which is just cylindrically pierced) and of the deflection by the space
charge in the beam are balanced. The broadening due to the thermal motion (particularly
in the source) and collisions, however, can not be compensated.
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For a given grid geometry, the perveance Pa is defined as ([16] and [17 ] ):

4V2

9

with d ... gap between gi andg2,

Pa = - 9 — p - J ^ - (1-1.6-d/r) , for r » d (11)

r ... curvature radius of the plasma boundary, see Fig. lla). i )

The perveance is an electro-optical quantity that describes the optics of a charged
particle beam due to its space charge and the form and position of surrounding
electrodes. Optimum beam focussing (quasi parallel beamlets) is achieved if

3 / (perveance match).
V/2ace

If the plasma is not uniform across the extraction surface, the perveance match cannot be
established in all parts of the beam cross section.

2.1.3 Neutralisation

The neutralizer chamber (« 150 cm long, « 100 cm high and « 15 cm wide) has a
separate hydrogen gas inlet to establish the neutralisation target. With a typical gas flow
of 2.5 mg/s a line density of about 0.8-1016 cm"2 was produced. Here the beam particles
dissociate and are neutralized as described in 1.4.

The neutralizer is followed by a baffled chamber (pumped drift space) of another
150 cm (see Fig. 8) where the rest gas is pumped out of the beam line. The target gas
pressure decreases from the neutralizer value at the beginning to the background
pressure prevailing at the end (see Fig. 8c)).

According to the ion fractions fj defined above the resulting ratio of the energy
components is given by

02)

2.1.4 Removal of residual ions

In conventional injectors, the residual ions are deflected by magnetic or
electrostatic forces and collected on cooled dump plates at full energy. At Tore Supra, an
electrostatical system has been developed to recover this energy. For this technique, the
beam must be narrow in the x-direction. To obtain the required total beam power, it is
therefore elongated in y. For the complicated electric potentials of this system see Fig.
8b).

1 ' The plasma boundary in the holes is not necessarily fiat but can be concave or convex (r > or < 0)
depending on the forces of the extraction electrical field and the plasma potential.
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First, the free electrons are pushed back into the neutralize!; by the suppressor
electrode (indicated as STEM in Fig. 1). The residual ions then diverge because of their
space charge and with the help of the retarding potential produced by the suppressor.
The downstream recovery electrode collects the full energy ions after decelerating them
electrostatically. The slow ions at half and third energy are dumped on the rear side of
the suppressor electrode. The latter is therefore a complicated system of differently
polarized plates that copes with beam electrons, deflected ions and secondary electrons.
The best performance of this assembly is achieved for a sufficiently narrow beam and a
source with a high proton fraction.

At the exit of the recovery electrode the production of the neutral beam can be
considered to be completed. The residual gas density is low enough that its effects onto
the beam composition (reionisation) are negligible, but it is still high enough to generate
measurable H - a - radiation from both beam and target particles.

The distance to the neutralizer section (at higher pressure) is about 2 m which
corresponds to four 1/e decay length of the long living 3s-state (for a 50 keV beam). The
population of the n = 3 states in the observation area is therefore almost undisturbed and
determined by excitations in the low pressure region only.

2.1.5 The Beam Dump or V-target

In the BEL, the beam is collected on a V-shaped dump consisting of an eight by
ten matrix of graphite tiles which are water cooled. Thermocouples inserted into each tile
measure the time resolved temperature profiles. The calorimetry relies entirely on
calculations based on measured material data supplied by the graphite tile manufacturer,
the geometry of the tiles and the temperature profiles. These calculations deliver the
power density per tile integrated over the entire beam duration of each shot.

An example of a measured beam profile is shown in Fig. 12. Both in vertical and
horizontal direction the profiles can be fitted by Gaussians.

Even though this diagnostic has not been calibrated, the total power calculated
from the fit agrees with the total power measured by water calorimetry on the cooling
circuit within 10 %. These results are consistent with the beam power estimeted from the
acceleration voltage and the extracted ion current, and with former measurements of the
injected neutral beam power in Tore Supra discharges. The estimated error for the
absolute power densities measured by this diagnostic is < 10% [22].
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2.2 The spectroscopic diagnostic

The optical setup for the H« measurements in the BEL is outlined in Fig. 13. It consists
of the following elements:

• 5 in situ telescopes for the vertical profile
—> viewing lines no. 1 to 5

• 1 photo lense to determine the horizontal divergence
—> viewing lines no. 6 to 8

• optical fibres linking the optics to the spectrometer
• a light transmitting vacuum feedthrough
• a vacuum window
• a Czerny Turner spectrometer
• a CCD camera
• a PC for data aquisition.

2.2.1 Optical components and viewing lines

The viewing lines are installed parallel to the horizontal plane and with
observation angles a * 90° with respect to the beam axis (cf. table 3) such as to make
use of the Doppler effect. The optical elements focus the light onto the polished ends of
PCS 1000 fibres (plastic clad silica, 1 mm in diameter) which have a numerical aperture
of 0.38.

fibre no.
I t o 5

6
7
8

a
23°
24°
26°

27.5°

s/[mm]
460

2110
2140
2175

do/[mm]
22.5
57.7
57.7
57.7

dim / [mm]
8

34
38
43

Svl

1.4°
0.8°
0.8°
0.8°

Y
0.9°
0.3°
0.3°
0.2°

Table 3: Geometrical data of the viewing lines, a is the observation angle, s is the distance between
optics and beam center, do is the diameter of the front lenses, d^ is the diameter of the fibre image,
Svi is the viewing line divergence, y is the observation cone convergence angle, compare Fig. 18.

The telescopes for the viewing lines no. 1 to 5 are mounted above each other
inside the vacuum chamber. Their focal length is 60 mm and the aperture N. A. = 0.19 at
the beam side. A special flange (see Figs. 13 and 15) was used to pass the light from the
vacuum to the outside.

The fibres of lines no. 6 to 8 are mounted behind a photo objective with a focal
lenght of 75 mm and a numerical aperture of 0.38. A PVC block fixes the fiber ends in
the focal plane.

At the spectrometer entrance, the usable amount of light is limited by the
spectrometer aperture and slit width (the product of surface and space anglekeeps
constant). Therefore, no coupling optics have been used to avoid further light losses.

For the calculation of the beam divergence and the absolute density distribution,
the divergence angle of the viewing lines Evi and the geometry of the observation cone
Vobs must be known. Therefore, the geometry of the optics has been verified by
illuminating the fibres backwards from the spectrometer side, cf. Fig. 16. The
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geometrical data obtained by this procedure are listed in Table 3, together with the
results of the following calculations.

vacuum five vertically stacked
passage telescopes, lines 1 to 5
flange (vertical profile)

recovery
electrode exit

fibre fixation

photo lens, lines 6 to 8
(horizontal divergence)

spectrometer

PC for data
acquisition

bre fixation

Fig. 13: Overview of the optical instrumentation installed at the BEL. The optics for the horizontal
viewing lines is mounted behind a perspex vacuum window. Fig. 16 shows the intersection spots of the
viewing lines with the exit of the recovery electrode.

T

(7\ bean
direction

1 /e beam envelope
fibres

telescopes
viewing lines

Fig. 14: Outline of the assembly for the vertical profile measurement The fibres inside the vacuum
chamber are protected against particle impact and stray light by a vacuum compatible tube.
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• The fibre image
The light spots produced as described above are the images of the circular fibre cross
sections on the exit of the recovery electrode (see Fig. 13). Their positions and diameters
are illustrated in Fig. 16.

vacuun window

vacuum

glas sphere
connector

fibre

air pressure

Fig. 15: The vacuum passage flange.

exit of
recovery electrode

c—

5-
-+*#

lines for the
vertical profile

lines for the
horizontal divergence

Fig. 16: Positions and relative diameters of the fibre images on the exit plate oftiie recovery electrode.
The fibres were illuminated from the back to verify the observation geometry.
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• The divergence angle of the viewing lines, 8vi
The viewing line divergence 8vi is just determined by the ratio of the front lens diameter
to the observation distance, provided the optical aperture of the fibres is equal or larger
than the back side of the optics, which is true for our device.
Then, as it is shown in Fig. 17, the following equation for Evi is true for the entire
observation cone, provided s » do and s » dim, where dim is the diameter of the
fibre image.

d
Svi = arctan —-

2s

with do ... diameter of the front lense (optic),
s ... image distance.

• The observation volume
The observation volume is a cone which intersects the beam at the observation angles a,
see table 3. The height of the observation cone is small compared to the beam diameter,
and the beam propagates only a short distance Zt (travelled length, Zt = 20cm) along the
observation cone. Therefore, the beam density and the radiation conditions are assumed
to be constant in y and z.

The focussing of the optics leads to a slight convergence angle y (see Fig. 18):

y = arctan
2s-

which however is always less than 1° (cf. table 3). Therefore, the assumption of a
cylindrical observation geometry is justified for the absolute beam density evaluation.
With a cylindrical geometry, the measured radiation is an integral over the beam profile
in x-direction which has not to be weighted in x.
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f ront
lens : do

Fig. 17: For s » do and s » d^ the angles s and s' can be assumed to be equal.

originol volume

approximated volume

viewing
line

Fig. 18: The observation volume can be simplified to a straight cylinder, since yean be neglected The
beam density is assumed to be constant in zfor the short travelled distance zt and in y for the small
height of the viewing cone.
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2.2.2 The Spectrometer

Table 4 contains the technical data of the spectrometer which is schematically
outlined in fig. 19.

type
model
manufacturer

focal length fl
numerical aperture N. A.
grating g
blaze wavelength
blaze angle
grid reflection efficiency at 6500 A
angle <p (see fig. 19)
diffraction order m

Czerny Turner
HRS.2

Jobin Yvon, France

588 mm
0.09

1200 grooves / mm, conventionally ruled
7500 A
26.75°

80 % of maximum
8.915°

1
Table 4: Technical data of the spectrometer

The measurements have been carried out with slit widths of 100 um and 400 um
and with exposure times between 2s and 4s. Both parameters have been adapted
according to the available radiation intensity. A compromise had to be found between
upper and lower limits forced by the sensitivity difference between the two fibre groups.
The slit width has been chosen as small as possible for best precision but large enough
for sufficient intensity. The four seconds correspond to the full beam duration in most of
the experiments.

f i b r e s

grating

camera

Fig. 19: Diagram of the Czerny-Titrner spectrometer to illustrate the origin of the angle </x. The 45°
mirror M redirects the light to the CCD camera which is mounted at the position of the lateral exit slit.
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In the given configuration, the theoretical wavelength dispersion Da, on the CCD
surface can be calculated from [10]1):

_ dX d
th pixel mgf

with d = 22.5um ... pixel width,
and <p ... see Fig. 19 .

The theoretical result (see below) from this equation has been cross checked by a
wavelength calibration. The expected range of the H-a-spectra including Doppler shift is
from « 6470 A to 6570 A. A low pressure neon tube yields three emission lines right in
the vicinity, namely at 6506.5 A, 6532.9 A and 6599.0 A. The chip width allowed to
record only the upper or the lower two of them at the same time. The measured
dispersion D,^ was determined from the peak distances. By shifting the lower pair in
several steps over the chip, the constancy over the chip was checked. The calculated and
measured results are

= 0.289 A/pixel
= (0.269 ± 0.001) A / pixel , respectively.

Intensity [counts]

8000

pixel

7000

90

1/e-width =
= 9.5 pixel

= 427.5MITI full width

180

1/e-width = 2.771 A
= 10.3 pixel

= 463.5|jm full width

272

dispersion = 0.269 A / pixel

= signal
= fit

6530 6540 6550 6560 6570
Wavelength [A]

6580 6590 6600

Fig.20: Exposure of the neon lines at 6532.9 A and 6599.0 A with a slit width of 400 urn (dotted line).
The continuous line represents the fit.

1 ' This formula is relevant for the -wavelength range spread over an area of sensors like the CCD chip. It
is different for the case of an exit slit where the wavelength observed is scanned by revolving the
grating.
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The statistical error of the measured dispersion is due to the fit error and was arbitrarily
spread over the CCD chip width. Possible reasons for this deviation of about 9%
between measured and calculated dispersions are incertainties in the given spectrometer
parameters, particularly in fl and <p, or a misalignment of the 45° mirror M.

The exposures with the neon lamp have been done for all eight fibres at the same
time. The line positions shifted between - 0.44 pixel (fibre 8) and + 0.50 pixel (fibre 4)
from the average, which is less than one pixel over the whole CCD chip height. This is
illustrated in Fig. 21. This shift is probably due to the different angles of incidence of the
light onto the grating which results in different diffraction angles. The dispersion Dmes ,
however, was the same for each fibre and has been applied for the data analysis without
any further corrections.

relative aberration in pixels

A
1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

x

fibre

Fig.21: Aberration of the positions of the same spectral line over the CCD chip height expressed by the
number of the imaged fibre.

The neon emission lines at room temperature are supposed to have a line width much
smaller than the resolution capability of the device. Therefore, the recorded neon spectra
were used to determine the instrument function. Due to the low emissivity of the beam
relatively large slit widths (lOOum and 400um) had to be used. At these slit widths the
instrument function is no longer triangular but rather Gaussian which simplified the
deconvolution (at the expense of precision). An example of a Gauss fitted neon spectrum
is shown in Fig. 20.

2.2.3 The Camera

The technical data of the CCD (charge coupling devices) camera are given in Table 5.

The horizontal (X-) direction represents the wavelength axis, the vertical (Y-)
direction the image stack of the eight fibres. The online binning of the 68 pixel rows
representing one fibre into one track improved the signal to noise ratio and saved
memory space.
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The chip width of 272 pixels corresponding to 73 A was just enough to record
the entire Doppler shifted spectrum including the unshifted line up to beam energies of
about 55 keV.

model
manufacturer

full chip size, X • Y
usable area
pixel size

pixel read cycle time
vertical transfer time

cooling
operating temperature
CCD dark current at operating temperature
reciprocal gain
readout noise
quantum efficiency at 6500 A

P225
Wright Instruments, UK

298- 1152 Pixels
272- 576 Pixels
22.5 um square

35 us (low speed)
1.0 us

Peltier
200 K

0.15 electrons / pixel / second
20.0 electrons / ADC count

4.5 electrons
88 % of maximum

Table 5: Technical data of the camera

Absolute Intensity Calibration
The absolute sensitivity of the device as a whole has been determined with an

optical radiation calibrator LI-COR 1800-02 which was positioned in front of the
collecting optics. The linearity has been checked by recording the images of the
calibrator light for several exposure times. The intensities were linear within 1.8%. The
deviation from linearity for the two slit widths (lOOum and 400mm) at equal exposure
times was 3.4%, the geometrical evaluation for the intersecting circular and rectangular
surfaces gives about 2%, which gives good agreement.

The sensitivity of the viewing lines difFered a lot, due to the quality of each fiber
assembly, the fiber surfaces and connectors. Therefore, the absolute calibration was a
must, also for the relative vertical profile evaluation. With this calibration the various
efficiencies of the optics, the fibres, the mirrors, the grating and the CGD have been
obtained at the same time.

The nominal radiance R of the calibrator is constant within 0.5 % in the wavelength
region of interest and has a statistical error of ± 3%.

= 2.81(T2 W

m2 • sr
(13)
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3. Data Evaluation and Results

3.1 The Spectra

3.1.1 Fit Procedure

The spectra consist of the rest emission line and the Doppler shifted lines of the
three energy components at full, half and third energy and the peak at 1/18th energy from
water in the source as has been outlined in chapter 1.2. The relative positions of the
spectral lines of the components are fix, the correlations of the intensities and line widths
are less obvious and will be discussed below.

The parameters of each peak obtained from the analysis of the spectra provide the
basis to deduce the beam properties. The analysis has been done by a fit procedure. Due
to a lack of software, this had to be carried out in two main steps which are the
background subtraction and the fit of the singular peaks with Gauss functions.

Regarding the background, it was not sufficient to simply subtract the signal
recorded during a beam-off period. The principal part of the background was an
irregular noise, the amount and shape of which changed with the injector setup. As most
probable origin partially accelerated particles due to collisions and dissociations between
the acceleration grids ([18] and [19]) are suspected. These particles do not achieve the
full acceleration energy, and have an enhanced divergence compared to the fully
accelerated particles. Further explanations are possible reflections on the metal surfaces
surrounding the observation area or stray light from the filaments in the ion source.

The entire background has been approximated by a tenth degree polynomial fit,
based on intensity values taken well between the peaks, more than three 1/e-widths away
from the neighbouring peak centre positions. The treatment of partially accelerated
particles (at values different from full half and third energy) as a "background" is justified
because active spectroscopy requires clearly separated signal peaks, so for a diagnostic
beam these particles with continuous velocity distribution are of no use.

The fit of the five Gauss functions (cf. Fig. 2) implies the optimisation of 15
independent parameters (i.e. position, amplitude and line width for each peak) which
then form the basis for the evaluation of the beam properties. The positions (which
means the central wavelengths) are determined by the observation angle and the particle
velocity, the intensities by the emission cross sections and the beam density composition
and the line widths by the divergences of the components and the broadening effects of
the optics.

The unshifted line and the shifted line at l/18th energy have only been roughly
fitted since their data were not relevant for the present evaluations.

Due to the uncertainty in the acceleration voltage U ^ (some percent), also the
line positions had to be treated as uncorrelated. The ratio between the measured Doppler
shifts agreed within 0.5% with the expected 1: Jy2 : JJ7 which is about the precision of

the fit. This agreement allowed to determine spectroscopically the acceleration voltage
with higher precision than the electrical measurements provided.

The Gauss functions have been calculated each within the range of three 1/e-
widths. A least squares check prooved the quality of the fit.
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The optimum parameters for a diagnostic beam are established when the beam
achieves the required full energy fraction and is at perveance match, that is when the
divergence is at its minimum. Therefore, the gas flow and electrical parameters of the
sources have been varied to find the perveance match. In an injector with electrostatic
energy recovery and the ion source at ground potential, the perveance matched beam
current is difficult to determine since it can not be directly measured but obtained as a
sum of the currents onto the extraction grids, at the suppressor and recovery electrodes.
These currents may be distorted by primary and secondary electrons. Hence, the source
arc current has been chosen as reference axis for the representation of the spectroscopic
results, instead of the extracted current or the perveance. Since it is known to be
proportional to the extracted ion current, the outcome is equivalent.

The data of 29 shots have been evaluated. The experimental schedule of the BEL
did not permit to measure similar shots several times for higher precision or to
investigate further the origins of the background noise. The determination of the species
mix had priority, since this feature could not be measured by other means. Therefore,
exposures at small slit widths (which would have given higher accuracy for the
divergence measurement) have been renounced in favour of high intensity. All measured
and calculated data are listed in Table 6 at the end of Chapter 3.

3.1.2 General Observations

Two representative spectra of one shot with the Pagoda and one with the
Sourcette are shown in Figs. 22 and 23. The most striking differences are the ratios
between the full energy peak on the one hand and the half and third energy peaks on the
other hand, the amount of background noise and also the height of the unshifted line
compared to the beam emission and the background. The energy component ratios will
be discussed in more detail in 3.2.1.

From Table 2 follows that the emission cross section of the target particles is
about 40 to 50% that of the projectiles. This means that the integral of the unshifted line
emission should be about 40 to 50 percent of the sum of the projectile peaks including,
of course, the E/18 peak. Actually, the unshifted line is greater than this sum, especially
for the Sourcette. This confirms the explanation for the background from partly
accelerated particles which contribute to the excitation of the target particles. The
Sourcette has been operated at higher source gas pressures, so that the collisions in the
grid region increased the fraction of partly accelerated particles which enhanced both the
background level and the unshifted line peak. The same effect can be seen from the
Pagoda spectra at different source gas flows (not shown). A further argument is the
evident decline of the background at the left side beyond the full energy peak in Fig. 23.

No impurity lines in this spectral region were expected or found (except for the
rather constant amount of water leading to the E/18 peak still present after several
hundreds of shots). In contrast, with the Sourcette the water peak decreased substantially
with increasing shot numbers.

Fig. 24 shows the records of fibres 3 and 7 of the same shot. These fibres both
observe the beam centre. The different Doppler shifts due to the different observation
angles (23° for fibre 3, 26° for fibre 7°) are evident. The intensity increase of the wings
around the peaks of the energy components of the fibre 3 curve is probably due to
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reflections on the copper surfaces in the interior of the recovery electrode. Since viewing
line 3 looks right into the electrode (see Fig. 13), and the internal surfaces are almost
parallel to the beam, it sees also reflected light under the same angle at about equal
Doppler shift, in contrast to fibre 7. The broadening is due to imperfections of the
surfaces which were not perfectly parallel to the beam axis (in fact, the source has been
realigned later).
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Fig.22: Fitted spectrum of Pagoda shot #14240, fibre 1. The dotted line is the measured signal, the
straight line the fit, the curve at the bottom is the difference between the two.
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Fig. 23: Fitted spectrum of Sourcette shot #14519, fibre 1.
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Fig. 24: Spectra of shot #14240 measured with fibres 3 and 7, which both observe the beam centre. The
intensities have been adapted but did not differ remarkably.

The time evolution has been observed for a few shots only (not illustrated). The
measured intensities clearly show the expected proportionality between the HV current1)

and the H - a - emission intensity (all components of the Doppler spectrum) which
depends on the beam density.

3.2 Beam Characteristics

3.2.1 Ratio of the Energy Components

The ratio of the energy components in the beam is one of the criteria for a
diagnostic beam as explained in the introduction. Above all, a high fraction of full energy
particles is important. The components in the neutral beam can be directly evaluated
from the peak intensities and the emission cross sections (Table2). They are a product of
the entire injector configuration, i.e. the ion species ratio in the source, the neutralisation
efficiency and the transmission properties of the beam line. To characterize the ion
sources, the beam evolution must be taken into account which will be discussed in the
next chapter.

Most of the Pagoda shots listed in Table 6 have been carried out with a nominal
acceleration voltage2} Uacc = 50 kV (shots #14232 to #14319), to find perveance match
for this voltage varying the electric source parameters and the source gas flow.

1) The HV (high voltage) current is the current of the grids, caused by impinging ions. It is assumed to
be proportional to the extracted ion current.
2} In the following discussions, always the nominal acceleration voltage is mentioned. In chapter 3.2.6,
the acceleration voltage measured by spectroscopy is presented which differs by about 10 % from the
nominal value.
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The Sourcette shots (#14441 to #14522) are the first shots of it as a positive ion
source at all. Perveance match had not yet been found and scans over a variety of
parameters have only been carried out after the measurements for this thesis had been
finished. Anyway, a preliminary characterisation and comparison with the Pagoda
concerning the species mix is already possible from these data.

The area integrals Ii of the fitted Gauss peaks represent the measured counts per
spectral peak E / i . To obtain the ratio of the energy components in the beam, they must
be corrected for the different cross sections of the H« - emission at different particle
velocities. The ratio of the densities ni of the energy components in the neutral beam is
then:

n z ^2 aH<x,i n 3 I 3 aH<x,i

These ratios can be normalized to the fractions Fj of equ. 12. The reionisation
ratio has been assumed to be negligible for the short distance (a few cm) which the
neutral beam travels at low background gas pressure downstream of the ion recovery.
The species ratio detected here would be almost unchanged at the torus entrance (about
4.5 m downstream of the ion recovery) because the integrated line density from the
recovery to the port is of the order of 1014 cm"2, which is one order of magnitude lower
than the line density for which deviations due to reionisation can achieve a magnitude of
some percent [15].

Figs. 25 and 26 show the energy component fractions against source arc current
for the two ion sources. Both graphs show an increase of the full energy component
("E") with increasing arc current. This is the typical behaviour because at high arc
currents, the electron density in the source is high which enhances the recombination rate
of the molecular ions more than that of the atomar ions due to the individual cross
sections for this reactions. This yields a higher proton fraction. The ratio of the full
energy component to the E/2 and E/3 fractions is completely different for the two
sources which is due to their different plasma confinement and source gas pressure
(being 0.7 Pa at 0.55 mg/s for the Pagoda and 1.0 Pa at 2.0 mg/s for the Sourcette).

The full energy fraction of maximum 12 % delivered by the Pagoda is clearly too
low for a diagnostic beam. It is due to the insufficient plasma confinement of this source,
and confirms former measurements in Tore Supra discharges and the preliminary H-a-
meaurements in the BEL, yielding full energy fractions between 9 and 15 %. On the
contrary, the Sourcette delivered up to 67 % full energy particles in the neutral beam,
which is a good result. However, it has been obtained at very low extracted ion current
densities. This will be discussed in the next chapter.

Correspondingly to the remarks on the full energy fractions, the E/2 and
especially the E/3 fractions of the Pagoda of about 30 % and 60 %, respectively, are
much too high and render the average beam energy to less than E/2. This is too low
either for a diagnostic as also for a heating beam. The average beam energy of the
Sourcette is about 0.8 E due to the low E/2 and E/3 fractions of about 28 % and 5 %,
respectively, which would be also a good heating beam composition.
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Fig. 25: Fractions of the energy component densities in the neutral beam as a function of the arc
current at 50 kV acceleration voltage with the Pagoda. The error bars cover the emission cross section
error of ±20% and the estimated fit error of 2%. Perveance match is at about 650 A.
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Fig. 26: Fractions of the energy component densities in the neutral beam as a function of the arc
current at 45 kV acceleration voltage with the Sourcette. Perveance match has not been achieved
during these shots.
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Fig 27: The correction factors C20 and C30 as a Junction of the line density, from [34].

The extrapolation from the measured counts per peak to the ion species ratio in
the extracted ion current requires the knowledge of the beam evolution data (Figs. 6 and
7). Fig. 27 shows the dependence of factors C20 and C30 on the passed line density (see
equ. 8) which comprise the beam evolution discussed in chapter 1.4. With these factors,
the relative ion current intensities J; mentioned in equ. 10 can be calculated as follows:

J ~ I 20
IL
J l

30
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The factors C20 (ni) and C30 (ni) illustrated in Fig. 27 are given by:

c,n =

'30

20 oH c ,1(E/2)n(H«(E/2)) + oHa;2(E)n(H«(E))

aHtt,1(E)-n(H1
0(E))

o ^ , (E / 3) • nOH^E / 3)) + o ^ (2E / 3) • n(H^ (2E / 3))

taking into account the individual emission cross sections OHO,I and OHO,2 for monoatomar
and molecular neutrals (Table 2) and the relative densities n of each particle species
calculated from the cross sections ô J which are illustrated in Fig. S. The E/2 peak
includes emission from Hi (E/2) and H2 (E) neutrals, accordingly the E/3 peak consists of
Hi (E/3) and H2(2E/3) emission, as discussed in chapter 1.4.

The values of C20 and C30 (see Fig. 27) have been calculated by Hemsworth [20]
for an energy range of 10 keV to 60 keV and line densities between 0.2 and 2 • 1016 cm"2.
In the relevant line density range around (0.8 ± 0.05) • 1016 cm"2 , both, C20 and C30, are
almost constant except for the E/3 component at 16.6 keV for the evaluated Pagoda
shots and at 15 keV for the Sourcette shots. The error of C20 and C30 is unknown, but it
is probably of the order of the cross section errors of ± 20%.

It must be emphasized that the neutralization and emission cross sections change
considerably with the particle energy. Therefore, the appearing ratios of the count -
integrals from the spectra are misleading without the corrections. Besides, the 12 %
neutral full energy fraction of the Pagoda is a result of 39 % protons in the source, due
to the neutralisation cross sections which decrease with increasing particle energy in this
energy region. This explains the different appearance of the Figs. 25 and 28 for the
Pagoda and Figs. 26 and 29 for the Sourcette. The general behaviour is the same, e.g.
the proton fraction increases with increasing arc current, however, the ratios of the fall
to the fractional energy neutrals is worse than the ratio of protons to molecular ions.

The high proton yield of the Sourcette (Fig. 29) resulting in a good full energy
particle fraction in the neutral beam (Fig. 26) has been achieved with a very strong
magnetic filter configuration (for negative ions) which does not allow to extract the
desired amount of positive ion current density. Therefore, the permanent magnets
producing the transverse filter at the extraction side will be exchanged by weaker ones to
compromise between proton yield and efficiency. Preliminary Sourcette shots without
the front filter magnets show proton yields comparable to those of the Pagoda. (These
shots have been carried out after the measurements for this thesis have been finished.)

The Pagoda ion species give evidence of the insufficient plasma confinement in
the Pagoda in TF configuration. The ratios presented here (optimum at about 1/3 of the
beam density each) are still worse than those published by Fumelli et al. in [4] (about
50% protons for the same arc current of about 800kV) where the Pagoda has been
presented first and ion species ratios have been measured directly at the extraction
surface.
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Fig. 28: Extracted ion species current fractions as a function of arc current in the Pagoda. Errors for
the ion species evaluation are unknown since not indicated in [20]. They should, however, be of the
same order as the emission cross sections, i.e. about ± 20%. The ion current fractions shown in Figs. 28
and 29 correspond to the shots presented in Figs. 25 and 26.
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Fig. 29: Extracted ion species current fractions as a function of arc current in the Sourcette.
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Fig. 30: Ion species mix as a Junction of the source gas flow into the Pagoda. The acceleration voltage
was constant at nominal 50 kV.

Fig. 30 shows the Pagoda ion species fractions as a function of the source gas
flow. Usually, the proton fraction keeps almost constant, whereas the cross section for
the reaction

is enhanced at lower ion temperatures due to higher gas pressure [21]. This leads to an
increase of the H3 content at the expense of the H* yield. In Fig. 30, however, the
proton fraction increases at the expense of both molecular species. Probably, the
enhanced electron content due to the increasing arc current (see Table 6) caused
increased recombination of the molecular ions and this effect is stronger than the
mechanism mentioned before.

3.2.3 Absolute Neutral Beam Density

An attempt has been made to determine the absolute particle densities in the beam
from the absolute radiation intensities measured, based on the geometry and the absolute
calibration. The procedure is the following: the recorded radiance is proportional to a
number of photons with energy h • c / X , where X is the particular Doppler shifted
wavelength corresponding to the observation angle and the velocity of the emitting
particle. This photon density (per m2 • sr • s • A) is proportional to the neutral beam
particle density.
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The measured counts are transferred into radiances as follows:

T
xcal lmes

with Imes ... the measured intensity in counts,
Icai ... the calibration intensity in counts per A ,
tx ... the corresponding exposure times,
Rx ... the radiances of the calibrations lamp and the particles, respectively.

The radiance Real (cf. equ. 13) must be converted into W- m"2 • sr1 • A'1

The radiance Rmcs is proportional to the photon flux at wavelength X:

TVT7T
n • c / A,

< 1 4 >

This photon flux as a function of the beam particle density is given by equ. 2, and
assuming a Gaussian beam distribution in x- and y-direction with 1/e-widths wx and wy ,

(15)

this yields for the maximum density of energy fraction i in the horizontal beam centre
from equs. 7 and 14:

PH
with nHj = —f- the thermal gas density,

K x

T = 293 K background gas temperature (no gas heating has been assumed in
the observation region),

wx from the integration of the Gaussian distribution in x. The 1/e
width wx can be taken from calorimetry without corrections since
it will be eliminated at the conversion into the total power, see
below.

The changes in y are assumed to be negligible for the small height of the singular viewing
lines. The intensities measured with viewing lines 1 to 5 confirm the Gaussian shape and
deliver the 1/e width wy , see below.
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To compare the absolute density values with the calorimetric measurements, the
particle densities have to be transformed into total power, since the calorimetry cannot
distinguish between particle species and the 1/e-width of the beam profile is different in x
and y direction (see the following chapters). Provided the kinetic energy of each particle
is entirely converted into heat energy on the target surface, the beam power per m2 in
the centre amounts to

area.max (17)

This power density has to be integrated over the horizontal and vertical Gaussian
distributions to obtain the total beam power:

Ptnt = P,area, max

with wx...

Wy.. .

• tfCA, max

the horizontal 1/e-width used in equ. 16, thus eliminating its
influence
the vertical 1/e-width calculated from the Parea distribution
from fibers 1 to 5 , see 3.2.4
maximum power density in the beam centre.
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Fig. 31: The total beam power deduced from the spectrometrically measured absolute beam particle
densities and compared to the calorimetric results for 50 kV shots. For better comparison, the
spectrometric values have been divided by ten! The two values in brackets are measured after the
realignment at 50 kVwith a neutralizer flow fa - 1.0 mg/s.
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The total powers obtained in the 50 keV Pagoda shots are plotted in Fig. 31, together
with the calorimetric results. For better comparison, the spectroscopic results are divided
by ten.

Except for the two values in brackets (shots #14318 and #14319) which are
measured at a different neutralizer gas input and after the realignment (see below and
Table 6) the general trend of the two curves is about the same. The considerable
discrepancy between them by a factor (which is the ratio Ptot (spectroscopy) / Pt<*
(calorimetry)) of about ten could not be explained so far, and may have several origins.
The error of the calorimetry is less than 10 %, see the discussion in 2.1.5.

One reason for the deviation could be the so-called Jet effect [22]. For a narrow
chamber (or tube) with a small diameter compared to its length and an elevated gas
pressure in the interior, the pressure along the prolongation of the main chamber axis is
higher than at larger angles to this axis. This is the case for the neutralizer which is a high
but narrow chamber (see Fig. 1) with increased gas pressure due to the neutralizer flow.

This could possibly increase the residual gas density in the observation region and
thereby enhance the H-a-emission. However, the observation region is at a rather long
distance (more than the length of the neutralizer chamber) from the end of the neutralizer
where the effect decreases. It could still explain a discrepancy of a factor of two to five
[22], but not a factor of ten.

The influence of the Jet effect should be rather constant for equal neutralizer gas
flow <|)N. However, Fig. 32a) shows, that the factor between spectroscopic and
calorimetric measured total powers for fa= 2.5 mg/s varies considerably (between 5 and
15). Plottet is the ratio VM (spectroscopy) / P** (calorimetry) against <|>N . The two values
at <|>N= 1.0 mg/s correspond to those in brackets in Fig. 31. The two values at 4>N= 2.0
mg/s are of the shots #14334 and #14335 with an acceleration voltage of 55kV.

P,,,- ratio - Pioi (spec.) / Pte, (calor.)

15

i - ratio - P,,i (spec.) / Plol (calor.)

1.5 2
4>N in [mg/s]

400 500 600 700
arc current in [A]

800

Fig. 32: a) The ratio between spectroscopically and calorimetrically measured power densities as a
Junction of the neutralizer gas input. The values at 1 mg/s and 2 mg/s have been measured after the
realignment, the values at 2 mg/s are from shots with lla* = 55 kV. b) The same ratio as a Junction of
the arc current. These are the shots before the realignment at fa = 2.5 mg/s. The two values in brackets
are the same as in Fig.31.

Also a misalignment of the Pagoda source during the first 16 shots listed could
play a role. This was corrected between shot #14256 and #14318. The deviation factors
for <|>N = 1.0 mg/s and <|>N - 2.0 mg/s in Fig. 32a) indicate that after the realignment the
discrepancy decreased to a factor of about 4.5. This factor could probably be explained
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by the Jet effect ([22] and discussion above). However, due to a lack of time during this
work, this could not be investigated in detail. After all, the consequences of a
misalignment of the source on the beam power measurement are not clear.

The proportionality between the deviation factor and the arc current shown in
Fig. 32b) is evident, but unexplained. The simultaneous increase of the source gas flow
<|>s can slightly increase the pressure in the neutralizer Anyway, this increase is
pressumably not capable to cause such an enhancement of the residual gas pressure in
the observation area.

The other error sources like the emission and beam evolution cross sections (both
± 19 %), the geometrical data incertainties and the calibration and fit errors (estimated ±
5% each) may contribute to the discrepancy as well.

The uncertainty of this measurement does not concern the other results presented
in this thesis since they are all based on relative values.

3.2.4 Vertical Beam Profile

The beam profile is assumed to be Gaussian for all energy components in x and y,
see equ.15 and Fig. 12. The 1/e widths wx (z) and wy (z) are the weighted sums of the
divergences of the three components:

w 1 (z)-F 1+l/2-w a (z)-F a+l/3-w,(2)-F,
W ( Z ) = F 1 + l / 2 - F 2 + l / 3 - F 3

with Fi from equ. 12.
They are related to the effective beam divergences, Eeff and Geff for x and y, respectively:

wx (z) = z • arctan

wy (z) = z • arctan (0eff )

The z coordinates are about 3.40 m for the spectroscopic measurements and 4.10 m for
the calorimetry, measured from the first grid.
Ott and Penningsfeld [11] treat the effective divergences as a convolution of the steering
(angles e* and QA), and the divergence (angle e^) due to thermal motions and the kinetic
energy from dissociations (all effects assumed to be Gaussian):

horizontal divergence: e2
ff = et

2
h +es

2
t (19)

vertical divergence: 9 2
ff = s 2

h + 9 2
t .
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The authors show [11], that the coupling of the vertical and horizontal divergences
and Geff can be neglected. Eth is vertically and horizontally identical, since there should be
no favoured direction for these effects.

The maximum power densities Paeimnax (equ. 17) in the horizontal beam centre,
which were obtained from viewing lines number 1 to 5, can be Gauss fitted. As an
example, the fit of shot #14240 is shown below together with the calorimetric profile
(Fig. 33). The fit delivers the 1/e-width wy of the vertical beam density distribution at
the spectroscopic observation place.

The vertical shift of the peak of the profile on the calorimetry cannot be
explained so far. The vertical positions of the intersection of the viewing lines with the
beam have been verified as shown in Fig. 16 and the geometry of the beam dump is
equally well known. The upwards derivation of the beam persisted also after the
realignment which concerned only the horizontal plane.
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Fig. 33 a): Fit of the spectroscopic vertical power density profile of shot #14240. In spite of the small
number of data points (the fibre numbers are indicated) the Gauss profiles always showed this good
agreement, b) The calorimetric profile of the same shot. For a surface plot of this shot compare Fig. 12.

The dependence of wy on the arc current is illustrated in Fig. 34. As expected,
the vertical beam width goes through a minimum (perveance match). The difference
between the spectroscopically and calorimetrically measured values of wy indicates the
vertical divergence 0^ .

The theoretical beam envelope at perveance as a function of the distance from
the source has been calculated by Massmann [23], the outcome is shown in Fig. 35. The
average wy obtained during the shots with minimum divergence differ considerably from
the theory. After the realignment of the source, the spectroscopic wy kept constant
although the four available shots were not at perveance match, whereas the calorimetric
wy decreased by about one centimetre (10 %). These observations could not be explained
in detail so far. Possibly free electrons are accelerated from the suppressor electrode
towards the target and broaden the beam profile. Further investigations to verify the
quality of the vertical steering will be necessary.

The profile shape is independent of the absolute density values. If there were a
Jet effect it should be vertically constant in the observation region because the neutralizer
chamber and the following sections are about lm high from which only a small central
section is viewed.
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Fig. 34: Vertical 1/e-width from viewing lines 1 to 5 and from calorimetry, for the Pagoda shots at
50 keV. The minimum at about 700 A indicates perveance match. The corresponding vertical divergence
angle 6^ from spectroscopy at perveance match is 1.2°.
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Fig. 35: Theoretical beam envelope (1/e-widths) at perveance for L ^ = 50 kV, the thermal beam
divergence sa =0.9° and the horizontal and vertical steering focal lenghts flx = 4m andfly = 7.57m
[23]. The measured vertical 1/e-width ofspectrometry and calorimetry are indicated.
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3.2.5 Horizontal Divergence

As outlined in chapter 1.3, the horizontal divergence can be estimated from
spectroscopic measurements in the horizontal plane if either the fluctuations in the
acceleration voltage are known from electric measurements or if viewing lines at several
angles with the beam axis are available. The latter has been tried with viewing lines 6 to
8. However, line no. 8 got slightly damaged during the experiments resulting in signals
too weak to obtain a reasonable fit. In contrast fibre 6 delivered so much light that in
order to have optimum intensity from fibres 1 to 5 the shifted peaks were often cut off by
the CCD's saturation limit, which again made it impossible to fit.

Therefore, the divergence angles have been estimated on the basis of the voltage
fluctuations from electric measurements, i.e. with a ratio AU/Uacc = 0.01 ± 0.008 .

Since the beam dump is positioned right in the horizontal steering focal point, the
1/e-width wx of the beam footprint on the V-target represents only the thermal
component 8th of Eeff (see equ.19) :

= arctan
wx
—

with flx = 4.0 m ... horizontal steering focal length.
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Fig. 36: Horizontal divergence over arc current from spectroscopy and calorimetry for fluctuations in
the acceleration voltage AU/Uacc = 0.01.

Fig. 36 shows this calorimetrically determined divergence, which has to be
corrected according to equ.19 with the horizontal steering angle of 0.39°, thus yielding
values for Zcs of about 1.0° at perveance match (Table 6 shows e ^ ). These values
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agree well with the theoretical beam envelope shown in Fig. 35, where the wx value of
69 mm (corresponding to eeff = 1° at 4 m) for perveance match is indicated.

The upper curve in Fig. 36 is the effective divergence E ^ determined with equ. 6
from the spectral line widths of fibres 1 to 5, which have been cross checked as far as
possible with results from fibres 6 to 8 (the 1/e-width are constant in the perpendicular
direction, i.e. wx is constant in y and vice versa). This divergence is again the weighted
sum of the divergences of the energy components, see equ. 18.

The discrepancy between spectroscopic and calorimetric divergences may have
several origins. First, for voltage fluctuations AU/Uacc = 0.015, the curves would match,
which is well within the error range of 80 %. Second, the estimated errors of &vi and
SXmes are of about 2 % and 10 % respectively, which also could explain the deviation.
The expected minimum at perveance match is evident.

The following plot shows the horizontal divergences separately for the energy
components in the beam. Despite the remarkable statistical errors the three curves have
minima corresponding roughly to the different ion masses. From equ. 11 follows that the
arc current at perveance match which is in first approximation proportional to the

extracted ion current is proportional to (^m") That means that the arc currents at the

minimum of the three curves should correspond to the relation 1: —F= : —j= which is

approximately true. The perveance match mentioned above is valid for a beam mainly
composed of E/2 and E/3 particles. The perveance match for full energy particles at
50 kV is at an arc current of about 1000 A, for E/2 and E/3 at about 750 A and 650 A,
respectively.
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Fig. 37: The horizontal beam divergence for the particles at full, half and third energy derived from the
spectroscopic measurements of Pagoda shots at 50 keV.
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The fact that the divergence of the full energy particles is greater than that of the
fractional energy particles is probably due to the influence of the fluctuations in the
acceleration voltage. This effect is proportional to the particle energy and stronger than
the contribution from the dissociations. The Franck-Condon dissociation energy per
atom is 2.25 eV, leading to a divergence of 0.54° and 0.67° for the E/2 and E/3 particles
in a 50 keV beam.

The relatively large error margin in this evaluation does not permit to derive any
consequences for the horizontal steering. Measurements at a wider range of observation
angles (with fibres 6 to 8 or even more fibres) and with smaller spectrometer entrance slit
widths would deliver more detailed results.

3.2.6 Acceleration Voltage

The acceleration voltage Uacc could be determined just from the centre positions
of the Gaussian beam emission lines independently of the unshifted line which was not
suitable for this purpose because it was often cut off by the saturation limit of the CCD.
The principle is the following:

The ratios of the central Doppler shifts of the energy components in pixels are

fixed at 1 : -?= : -j= according to their velocities. Hence the Doppler shift Apo (in

pixels) can be the deduced from the distances between the E, E/2 and E/3 peak positions.
Apo delivers the pixel position of the fixed point at Ko = 6562.8 A (the unshifted Ha
line) and with it the absolute wavelength scale. From equations 1 and 2 the acceleration
voltage and its corresponding error can then be evaluated as follows.

The Doppler shift A^D for the full energy peak is given by the peak distances times the
dispersion:

with i / j = 1,2,3, i * j ,
Pi/j... positions of the peaks i/j in pixels.

Its error AE XD is then:

AE (X,D) = AE (pyj) • D « + Api/j • AE (D«

with AE (Pi/j) ... fit error of the peak distance, reduced by the averaging
over the two distances from three peaks,

Ap^ ... peak distance in pixels, preferably for the full and third energy
peaks

AE(Dre) = 0.001 A/pixel, compare chapter 2.2.2 .

From the relation between the acceleration voltage and the Doppler shift,
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for the error of U»cc follows:

2-e 2-e ^A,0-cosa,

mp • c
2

4 l (DJ l , .«Wa

With AE (pi/j ) = + 0.2 pixel and AE (a) = 23° ± 0.5°, the error for a typical 54 keV
beam (see below) is:

AFU,... = 1019 V = 1.88%

Thus the original uncertainty of ,,some percent" for the acceleration voltage could
be specified and considerably reduced by the spectrometric measurement. This
uncertainty is independent of the fluctuations AU/U in short time scales.

The ratio between the spectrometrically determined and the nominal acceleration
voltage is plotted in Fig. 38 over the shot number of the Pagoda shots. Each of the two
groups of shots (below and above #14300) belong to different shot days. Both show a
decrease at the discrepancy with increasing shot number. This may be due to temperature
effects in the HV power supply. A mechanical change of the observation angle can be
excluded for this amount of the deviation.

- ratio = Uec (spec) / Uacc (calor.)

0.95
14200 14250 14300 14350

shot#

Fig. 38: The ratio between the spectrometrically determined and the nominal acceleration voltage.
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Pagoda
14232
14233
14234
14235
14236
14238
14239
14240
14245
14247
14248
14249
14251
14252
14253
14256
14318
14319
14334
14335

Vacc
cal. (kV)

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
55
55

Sourcette
14441
14442
14453
14517
14518
14519
14520
14521
14522

40
40
35
45
45
45
45
45
45

Vacc
SD6C. (kV)

55
55
54
55
55
54
54
54
54
53
53
53
54
53
52
52
53
53
56
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46
47
40
51
51
51
51
53
54

Vacc-
factor

1.09
1.09
1.08
1.09
1.09
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.06
1.06
1.06
1.08
1.06
1.04
1.04
1.06
1.06
1.01
1.01

1.15
1.17
1.15
1.13
1.13
1.13
113
1.17
1.19

larc
(A)

354
401
429
416
466
543
611
616
651
669
698
718
709
698
728
788
768
787
887
887

250
250
400
386
423
500
586
613
628

phi S
(mais)

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.35
0.35
0.35
0.4
0.4
0.4

0.45
0.45
0.5
0.5

0.55
0.55

1.5
1.5

2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.5

phiN
(ma/s)

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

1
1
2
2

0.5
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

wx.cal
(mm)

106
93
91
89
78
71
69
67
64
64
64
64
64
63
64
65
77
77
75
76

93
96
89

fieff.H
cal

1.6
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.2

1.4
1.4
1.3

F.eff,n
spec

1.4
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.3

1.6
1.8
1.7
1.5
1.7
1.8

2
1.8
1.9

wv.cal
(mm)

200
189
142
147
116
104
121
102
109
111
106
103
104
105
102
104
95
98

103
101

176
155
140

wv.SDec
(mm)

106
95.7
91.4
88.9
84.4
75.9
74.9

72
73.4
71.1
69.5
69.9
70.3
70.3
68.6
68.3
71.3
71.6
69.2
69.6

113
120
107

99.5
138
107
117
114
135

wv-
faktor

1.89
1.97
1.55
1.65
1.37
1.37
1.62
1.42
1.49
1.56
1.53
1.47
1.48
1.49
1.49
1.52
1.33
1.37
1.49
1.45

1.56
1.29
1.31

Plot
calfkWI

22.5
28.2
29.9
29.8
29.8
34.8
45.5
40.3
51.4
54.1
57.2

59
57.9
60.1
62.3
59.5

72
71
76
71

17
17
28

Rot
SDBClkWl

161.0
154.9
229.4
266.0
335.0
477.4
470.8
469.8
761.5
623.3
709.9
826.4

1074.2
734.6
822.1
909.4
289.8
350.6
564.8
287.8

144.6
151.6
213.0

Rot-
factor

7.15
5.49
7.67
8.93

11.24
13.72
10.35
11.66
14.82
11.52
12.41
14.01
18.55
12.22
13,20
15.28
4.02
4.94
7.43
405

8.51
8.92
7.61

F
[%]

4.7
4,7
5.1
5.6
6.2
6.3
6.9
6.8
9.9
8.2
8.7
8.5
9.1
8.4
9.2
9.5
12
11
10
11

59
58
62
33
38
50
65
66
67

R?
[%]

25
27
27
27
30
33
36
36
32
33
33
34
32
31
29
29
30
30
26
25

14
18
13
51
43
32
18
29
28

F/3
[%l

71
68
68
67
64
60
57
57
58
58
58
58
59
61
61
61
58
59
64
64

27
24
25
15
19
18
17
5

5.1

H+
[%l

19
19
20
22
24
24
25
25
33
29
30
30
31
30
31
32
39
36
36
38

84
84
85
62
67
78
87
87
87

H?+
[%|

30
32
32
31
33
37
38
38
32
35
34
35
33
32
31
31
29
29
26
24

7.6
8.8
6.9
33
26
17

8.4
12
11

H3+
[%]

51
49
48
47
43
40
37
37
35
36
36
36
36
38
37
37
33
35
38
37

8.3
7

8.2
5.5
6.5
5.4
4.4
1.2
1.2

reff
E H

21
2.1

2
2.1

2
2

2.1
2.1
1.2
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.1

1
0.88
0.83

1.5
1.6
1.7
1.9
1.9
1.9

2
2
2

Reff

E/2H

1.4
1,4
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.1

0.84
0.97

1.1
0.91
0.87

1
1

0.82
0.84
0.91
0.92
1.3
1.4
1.2

2.2
2.5
2.9

0.75
1.3
1.2
1.8
1.2
1.6

eeff

E/3H

1.3
1,4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.6
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.9
1.6

1.4
2.2
1.4
2.7
1.9
2.2
2.5

3
2.8

Table 6: Measured and calculated data presented in this thesis. Vacc is the acceleration voltage, Iarc the source arc current, phiS and phiN are the gas flows into source
and neutralizer, wx and wy are the 1/3 width of the horizontal and vertical beam distribution, s# is the horizontal divergence angle, Plot is the total neutral beam power,
E, E/2 and E/3 are the energy component fractions (F/ , F2 and F3 ) , H+, H2+ and H3+ are the species fractions (ft , f2 andf3 ) in the extracted ion current, spec
represents the spectroscopic and cal the calorimetric measurements.
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4. Summary

The most important results are the species measurements for the two ion sources.
They showed an inacceptably low full energy particle density fraction of less than 11%
in the neutral beam with the Pagoda ion source at 50 kV acceleration voltage. This
corresponds to less than 33% protons in the extracted ion current which by far does not
reach the 55% proton content in the Pagoda given in [4] for similar conditions.

The presented measurements using the Sourcette ion source yielded up to 70%
full energy particle density in the neutral beam. These results are only preliminary since
the setup parameters have not yet been optimized and evidently the front confinement
filter was too strong. This led to a very high full energy particle yield but impeded the
extraction so that the electrical efficiency in this configuration was rather bad. Further
experiments will show whether the Sourcette with a modified magnetic filter is suitable
to provide the required diagnostic beam.

The other beam property evaluations have been done for the Pagoda source only
due to the lack of Sourcette shot data.

The total beam powers measured by calorimetry were between 50 and 60 kW
(±10%) at perveance match. The power values determined from the spectroscopic
absolute beam density measurements are 5 to 15 times higher. The origins for this
deviation may be either a misalignment of the source and / or a Jet effect from the
neutralizer target gas. A scan of the neutralizer gas flow at constant source and
acceleration parameters would help to clarify that point.

The typical beam divergences at perveance match were both horizontally and
vertically of about 1.2°. The vertical beam density profiles from spectroscopy show the
expected Gaussian density distribution, the 1/e-width of which gave the vertical beam
divergence angle. This angle was equal for the three species within ± 5% (statistically).
The vertical beam divergences deviate by 10% (spectroscopy) and 20% (calorimetry)
from the theoretically calculated beam envelope. The vertical steering has to be checked
to find out the reasons for this discrepancy.

The horizontal divergence has been determined from the central viewing line of
the vertical fibre stack because of the large difference in the optical transmissions
between this fibre group and the horizontal fibre group. This difference made it
impossible to record the spectra simultaneously with reasonable light intensities. The
systematic uncertainty of the divergence angle is very large and strongly correlated with
the uncertainty of the acceleration voltage. Thus the results do not permit to derive any
consequences for the steering geometry inspite of the good agreement with the
divergence values from calorimetry within 10%. The installation of a viewing line stack
for the horizontal beam profile similar to that presented here for the vertical profile is
recommended. The fibre transmissions of in situ and external fibres would have to be
adapted by filters.

The minima of the horizontal divergence functions of the three energy
components against arc current show the perveance match for each species. According
to the beam composition the optimum general beam performance is obtained between
perveance match for the half and third energy components.
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